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From the Editors 
 

Dear Readers,  
 

I just wanted to take a quick moment here to say just how happy and excited I am 
to have been a part of this journey. To think, this all started after I watched an episode of 
Star Trek: Deep Space 9 and thought to myself how much fun it would be to work on some 
kind of pulp magazine. I began to lament that the format was dead, and I had no idea how 
to capture this feeling I had imagined. Leave it to one of my best friends (the magnificent 
Blake Ray) to come up with the perfect way to bring my idea to life.  

I spoke to him (knowing of course that he would be one of the only people I knew 
who would probably understand what I was even talking about), and he came up with the 
idea of a monthly literary contest and e-zine! After about 2 or 3 days worth of discussion, 
we arrived on a name, a format, a logo, and a few days after that, we had our first 
sponsors. All it took was a few other people believing in us and here we are. We did it. Our 
first month is successfully over and we couldn't be prouder. Thank you to everyone who 
helped to make this a reality. I just want to say a special thank you to Barrie Clark 
Sanders for her love and support and never-ending wealth of positivity, encouragement, 
and advice. There are so many more thanks in order but far too many to list. But thank you 
all for making this come true and we cant wait to keep providing a platform for up and 
comers and published writers alike. I am having a blast and I hope you all are too! 

 
Cheers, 
Ian Mallon 
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To our readers, 
  
 Allow me to take a moment to say thanks. Thanks for reading. Thanks for 
submitting. Thank you for making this project a success.  
 I have always loved pulp magazines and their ilk. I grew up reading Victorian 
adventure fiction, Lovecraft, weird fiction, and hard sci-fi. It was an escape from the 
mundane and the boring. Eventually I turned that love of reading into a passion for 
writing. But the publishing world was brutal. I always thought that I would do things 
different if I were in charge. 
 When Ian Mallon approached me a little over a month ago talking about some 
episode of Star Trek, it got my mind turning. Maybe this was our chance to do things 
differently. So we quickly came up with the concept of a monthly fiction contest. Weeks 
later, it was a fully-fledged reality.  
 I want to say another thanks to my loving wife, Danielle Ray, and all the friends 
and family who have supported this venture. I look forward to sharing these stories and 
many more with you now and in the future. 
 
 
 Sincerely, 
 Blake Ray
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Our first place winner this month is “Second Sight” by Blaise Langlois. It is an engaging, 
entertaining journey into the surreal. We are proud to present her work as our inaugural 
winner.  

* 
Blaise Langlois is an emerging writer and lover of all things macabre, 

sci-fi and fantasy. She continues to develop her craft, writing poetry, flash 
fiction and short stories. When she is not teaching (or doing laundry), she is 
feverishly writing and can be found constantly making notes for her next 
story. She lives with her husband, four children and too many pets, in 
Frankford, Ontario. 

Her first story, “The Calling,” has been recently picked up by Eerie 
River Publishing and is awaiting publication. 

 
 

Second Sight 
Blaise Langlois 

 
 The August evening felt surprisingly cool. Sparks lifted off into the 
blackness while the fire crackled, damp logs hissing. Huddling in their 
sleeping bags, three childhood friends scooched themselves closer to the 
warmth. 
 “Are you sure we are supposed to see it tonight?” Aubrey asked, 
squinting at the sky. 
 “Definitely,” Fumi said. “I’ve been tracking it for over a year. We 
should see it cross the sky around two or three this morning.” Of this, Fumi 
was certain— it was going to be something big. She could already see her 
findings in the peer-reviewed journal, Star Gazer.  
 Poking at the flames, Aubrey said, “Do you think we’ll still see it with 
the fire going? Maybe we should let it die down a little, besides, if Mr. Haines 
sees the smoke, he’s going to be pissed. Remember that time those kids from 
over in Stirling set his field on fire?” 
  Jack Haines could be a bit of a pain in the ass, but Fumi doubted he 
would call anyone. “Relax, we have bonfires all the time out here. Anyway, 
those kids did some serious damage and almost set the old horse barn on 
fire.” 
 Anson put his arm around Fumi, winking, “Maybe we could start our 
own fire.” 
 “Get bent,” she said, giving him a shove. 
 “Just a suggestion.” 
 “Here’s a suggestion,” Aubrey offered. “Let’s try to get through the 
night without fighting.” 
 “Whatever,” Anson sighed. He had been trying to get together with 
Fumi since the fourth grade. His prospects had not improved since. 
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 “Anyway,” Aubrey said, smiling, “I’ve got something to pass the time.” 
She produced a flask from her jacket. 
 Fumi gave her a skeptical look and went to say something, but Anson 
interjected, “Don’t lose your mind, your parents aren’t even back until 
Monday.” 
 Passing around the bottle, they joked about old times until their eyes 
became heavy. Unwilling to submit to sleep, Fumi rose from her chair, 
swaddled in her sleeping bag and moved toward the tree line, feeling the 
brisk walk might sober her up.  
 Firelight cast long shadows across the pines, but Fumi wasn’t fearful. 
This was home, among the dark and the stars and it filled her with a longing 
to understand the mysteries of the Milky Way. She was totally in love with 
its vastness, how it created a feeling of smallness of self in the universe. It 
was no small coincidence that Fumi felt this way. She was named after her 
grandfather, Sato Fumihiko, a famous astronomer from Okinawa. He shared 
his love of astronomy with his daughter, and she passed it on to Fumi. By the 
age of three, she already had her own telescope and could name various 
constellations. She had always felt a calling to the stars. Being an astronomer 
was more than her dream, it was her vocation. Tonight’s discovery would 
bring her notoriety, but more importantly, it would honour her grandfather’s 
legacy. Reminding herself of this, she shook off the slight buzz she was 
feeling and headed back toward the house.  
 Upon returning to the campfire, she could see that her companions did 
not share her passion. Aubrey was snoring like a trucker and Anson had 
about half a foot of drool dangling from his lower lip. Slightly irritated, she 
was about to wake them when a tiny light flashed in the sky, drawing her 
eyes to just above the eastern horizon. Rushing to the telescope, she managed 
to adjust the focus in time to see another. It was here! Serves them right for 
falling asleep, she thought.  
 As she watched the bright, tiny flecks stream across the velvet sky, 
there was a giant flash of flouresecent green light. Fumi’s eyes automatically 
clenched shut in protest, and she turned away from the telescope. Afterburn 
was etched behind her lids and she blinked repeatedly, trying to regain her 
vision. Pain jolted, electric, through her eyes into her skull. A dizzying 
nausea came over her as pressure in her head increased. She hadn’t had a 
migraine in a while, and she blamed the bright light. Stumbling toward the 
house, she passed her inebriated companions. Another wave of nausea hit, 
bringing with it the strong possibility of vomiting. Before even making it to 
the house, Fumi dropped to the ground and bundled herself in her sleeping 
bag. A low hum, as though multiple voices were speaking, resonated in her 
ears as she pulled the sleeping bag over her head. Blackness spilled in from 
all sides as she lay in the fetal position amongst the pine needles. 
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 Soft droplets of rain pattered across Fumi’s face, rousing her from 
sleep. She could feel a coolness on her eyelids prompting her to open them. 
Despite blinking rapidly, she could not remove the darkness in front of her.  
 “Guys,” she called. “Hey, guys!” She could feel the panic rising in her 
own voice. Laughter and footsteps made their way toward her. 
 “Fumi?”  
 “Aubrey? I can’t see. I can’t see!” her voice now in full panic mode. 
 “It’s okay, we’ve got you.” 
 Anson and Aubrey helped Fumi to her feet, supporting her weight as 
they walked her to her back deck. 
 “What happed?” Anson asked, as he helped her to sit down. 
 Fumi took a moment to consider the question. “I … I don’t know. I got 
a terrible migraine and basically passed out—I think. My head is still 
pounding.” 
 “Bad hooch?” Anson said, half-laughing.  
 Aubrey smacked him across the shoulder. “Don’t be such a dick. Shit. 
Maybe we should go to the hospital,” she suggested.  
 “I just need to go bed. Seriously. I think if I sleep it off, I’ll be ok. My 
vision gets sort of funny with migraines sometimes.” 
 “Are you sure you don’t want to see a doctor or something?” Aubrey 
pressed. 
 “No. I just want to go sleep. Just help me up to my bedroom, please?” 

*** 
 Her lids softly fluttered, and Fumi cautiously opened her eyes. 
Although unbelievably groggy, she felt much better in comparison to the 
previous night, but shades of a headache remained. Fragments of her dream 
clung to her. Imprinted in her memory was a vast space with stone walls and 
wooden beams. Dark shapes, amorphous and fluid, danced along the edges of 
her vision, inviting her stay among them. Fumi cleared her mind and 
released the remnants of her dream as the sun peeked in through her 
curtains.  
 Last night’s episode (and maybe a bit of what was in that flask) had 
left her mouth dry and her clothes pasted to her body. As she slowly sat up, 
everything shifted sideways, nausea rolling over her. She rested a moment 
and once it had passed, Fumi climbed out of bed and headed for the 
bathroom. 
 The water felt good. With her parents away, and no one to nag her 
about the hot water bill, she indulged in a long, extra steamy shower. As the 
temperature started to cool down, she reluctantly turned off the water and 
stepped out onto the mat. Condensation fogged over the mirror and she wiped 
it to create a window in which to see herself.  
 The lights began to develop a greenish hue as they dimmed around 
her. The mirror shifted in a wave, like heat rising from an asphalt road. She 
could see her reflection in the mirror, but it echoed back a multitude of other 
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reflections, each one different from her own; fragmented as though being 
viewed through a compound eye. Fumi felt connected— tuned in— to the 
vision in front of her.  
 The sound of her phone disrupted the spell and she found herself 
taking a moment to recognize the figure wrapped in a towel, dark hair still 
dripping, staring back at her. 
 “Hey, Anson” Fumi said, picking up her phone and exiting the 
bathroom. 
 “Hey yourself. You okay today?” 
 “Uh, ya. I just got out of the shower,” she replied in a distracted tone. 
 “You want company?” 
 “No, I’m good. I think I am going to take it easy today, you know- 
recover.” 
 “Totally. I’m feeling a little rough this morning too. Anyway … call if 
you need me.” 
 “Ok. Thanks. Bye.” 
 Fumi hung up her phone and sat down on her bed. Surely there was 
only booze in that flask last night, she thought. Excusing away the bizarre 
incident, she crawled back into bed hoping to recuperate a bit more from last 
night’s events. 
 Vivid dreams, quick, like snap shots, washed through her sleep. She 
knew she was travelling, and although uncertain of her destination, she was 
fully confident in her purpose. As she cut through the brush, she could see 
neon green bleeding across the sky. Approaching the large structure, she felt 
a familiarity. She had been here before. Others were with her too; she could 
feel their presence as they also acknowledged what they saw before them. 
 Fumi awoke to darkness. She reached to turn on her bedside lamp but 
quickly realized she could see—sort of. Shades of grey washed across her line 
of sight, reminiscent of night vision goggles. When she was little, her Uncle 
Ken had brought over a pair to show her dad and she had begged him to let 
her try them on. This felt the same. A dull ache still pulsed behind her eyes 
and she pressed the heel of her hand into them. She tangled with the sheets 
trying to get out of bed, wanting to head to the bathroom to get some 
Ibuprofen. 
 Neon green strobes bloomed in her periphery, causing Fumi to 
stumble. Shaking her head, she quickly regained her balance. An odd glow 
was shining in through her window, and she locked on to the source. She felt 
an instant connection to what she saw— the weathered barn on her 
neighbour’s property was emanating an eerie, green light. The fringes of her 
sight held nothing but blackness, creating a type of tunnel vison, like blinders 
on a horse. The barn sat clearly in her sights. A barely audible hum vibrated 
as though a choir were trying to synchronize one note in her skull.  
 Feeling a deep compulsion to leave and head to the barn, a shiver 
rippled through her. Although her sight was altered, all her other senses felt 
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heightened. Making her way downstairs and through the house, Fumi’s 
vision was saturated by the image of the barn. Despite this, she did not falter 
and soon found herself outside. As she navigated the woods, her tunnel vision 
continued to keep the barn in her sights as it brought her to the property 
belonging to her neighbour. 
 Light poured out from between the boards and hay loft, blinding and 
fluorescent, yet Fumi wouldn’t, or couldn’t look away. Although the humming 
noise increased in intensity, her headache began to subside. Emerging from 
the perimeter of her view, dark figures were converging on the barn. Their 
faces were not discernable, however, Fumi could somehow sense that they 
were human, and like her, they too felt an intense calling to be there.  
 Smelling of sweet hay and manure, the barn was pleasantly warm, but 
it also contained an odd, hot smell; an electric smell, like a wire shorting out. 
The other figures had joined her, settling themselves along the stone 
foundation. She continued to ignore them, their very existence seeming 
immaterial. Her duty was far too pressing, too urgent, to engage them. 
Whisperings, just below the surface of her consciousness, were chanting, 
worming their way into her ears.  
 Assimilate, eradicate, dominate. 
 The group moved, entranced, and formed a circle, twelve bodies in all. 
An intense light flared, yet no one shielded their eyes. Suddenly, Fumi froze, 
rooted to the spot, her chin thrust skyward and her arms splayed with palms 
up, as though in prayer. Her vision blossomed into a kaleidoscope of colour, 
shape and texture, revealing all that her strange companions could see. She 
could feel part of herself accelerating through space, watching galaxies flash 
past. Stars seemed to fall from the sky as their thoughts, like one collective, 
were melding and shifting in form. Blood poured down like rain and screams 
rang out into a crimson sky. A pure, clandestine voice rose above the din with 
a language both foreign and ancient in its timbre. Her mind fought, searching 
for a translation, and found it unnecessary.  
 Blackness. Fumi’s headache returned, insistent. She resisted against 
the pain as it attempted to break in, demanding to know her secrets. 
Emerging from the darkness, she could no longer hear the voice but instead, 
simply felt it. A calm washed over her. She moved slowly, as though 
programmed, along with the other members, and they sequentially vacated 
the circle, heading off on their own path. She was the last to leave the circle, 
watching as the light within the barn dimmed and began to recede back to 
some unknown source. Fumi stood in the open doorway looking out into the 
night, backlit by the weakening glow. Her headache had relented and was 
replaced with a furious clarity. Fumi’s eyes had been opened and she now 
understood her true purpose.  
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Our second place winner this month is “Where There is a Will” by Gregory Lannom. It is an 
interesting take on the detective genre and a surprising interpretation of our prompt. 

* 
Gregory Lannom is a visual artist, poet, writer and actor from 

Murfreesboro, TN who read Edgar Allen Poe at an impressionable age and 
Lovecraft at an age when he should have known better.  

Mr. Lannom has been published in Holovale, a science fiction 
anthology available via amazon.com and has written and adapted material 
for Streaming Stage Left. 
 
 

Where There Is A Will 
Gregory Lannom 

 
My name is Joseph William Josephs, known as "Will Josephs," 

although most of you don't know me, although I'm assuming the local and 
probably national news has my name plastered everywhere by now, after last 
night. I am already well known by the FBI, some international law 
enforcement agencies and the various local police departments that I've 
assisted throughout the years, because of my…well, I've always called them 
"my abilities." And it's because I know I'm not unique, that some of you can 
do to a certain extent what I can do, that I'm writing this down for posterity. 
Because after what happened last night, I'm done. I've served my time. Fuck 
my life, seriously.  

I had a breakdown three years ago and had gone into seclusion, only 
taking the odd case that my conscience wouldn't allow me to turn down. I had 
a very intense case just a month ago that had me on the cusp of handing in 
my psychic badge then. But although I'm retiring now, regardless, I want 
others like me to know that, no, you're not alone or damaged by default and 
while it might not seem like a blessing or a gift, human decency compels you, 
like it has me before it has burnt me out, that is… 

Okay, let me concentrate, because this is all very important. I've only 
come out of the anesthetic a half hour ago and a nurse and the surgeon have 
come in while I've been writing this in my moleskin journal that I keep in my 
messenger bag. Thank goodness it was my left upper chest and not…I'm 
getting ahead of myself. I've asked for some hot tea to try and clear these 
cobwebs. 

*** 
Okay, I've had some tea now and I'll try and stay on track.  
The average person's consciousness actually extends from their body 

when they are in a state of calm for a few centimeters and further out when 
they're experiencing stress, high emotions, etc. People like me, and I know 
you're out there, perceive this energy as colors. Yes, "auras" are real, one 
hundred percent. It's a bit hard to describe, but an aura looks like a 
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throbbing, smoky light that vibrates and shimmers based on the mental and 
emotional state of the person. The colors that are predominantly perceived 
and the level of vibration allow me to "read" a person that way. But what has 
made my abilities most useful to law enforcement is the realization that good 
and evil have their own colors. 

You see, good and evil aren't abstract concepts but cosmic forces. Ever 
hear of Star Wars? Think of the light and dark sides of the Force and how 
they're balanced. Or “Spy vs Spy” in Mad Magazine. It's a back and forth 
thing. I could go on and on, you see.  

Why is there evil? Wait, let me rewrite that…Evil. Capital E. Because 
if there wasn't any Evil, then Good would take over and you can only have 
absolute Good unless you have absolute Order, a fascist state in which every 
aspect of your life is governed and controlled to make sure that nothing bad 
happens. Not only is that not any fun, you can't have Love, Hope, etc. unless 
the opposite exists to define it. Which is why you don't want absolute Evil 
either, of course. I can assure you of that. 

The universe is actually chaos, which is governed by these two 
opposing forces. Good and Evil are in this tug of war to keep the chaos from 
shifting into boring, clinical, sanitized order or devolve into a state of lawless 
anarchy that would make Mad Max movies seem like Merchant Ivory films.  

Okay, this preamble has gone on long enough and I can write out the 
philosophy and science stuff that helps connect the dots on how my abilities, 
(and yours that I am encouraging you to use), work later on. But I'm finished, 
retired, but it'll help me sleep at night knowing some of you sensitives are out 
there doing Good.  

I've done a lot of Good with this gift and yeah, it has cost me a lot, two 
marriages and I've bounced from job to job and am now only able to work 
from home. I do charge a fee for my services but cases have been fewer and 
fewer the last year or so, again, on purpose due to burnout. Because although 
through meditation, drugs (legal and illegal), intense physical activity and 
willpower (no pun intended) I'm able to most of the time shut off reading 
people's auras all the time. 

God, I'm going to have to rewrite this when I get home. It's a rambling 
mess. 

In short, (yeah, right), Good and Evil have their own unique colors 
when you're reading the aura of a person, or even a place that has been 
affected by these primal energies. Good is a bright, candy apple red. Evil is a 
sickly neon green. When I told my therapist this, the next day he emailed me 
several articles about the "Will-o'-the-wisps" from folklore that was supposed 
to be this ghostly green light people saw in swamps and other places. I guess 
he thought he was being funny. At my next visit I told him exactly what his 
aura looked like and he gave me a referral for a new therapist.  

Most people's auras are a constant shifting of colors but since I can see 
Evil in someone, finding out. Whodunnit is easy for someone like me because 
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of that telltale green. And seeing the Good in someone is why I have never 
bothered with dating apps and often fire a contractor once they show up, for 
example. 

Being able to quite clearly see that toxic chartreuse glow-stick energy 
pour out like a stain allows the guilty party to just be observed until they slip 
up or gives an interrogation the benefit of all doubts. Evil taints the places 
people like that have been as well. When someone is really Good or really 
Evil, their aura is a dramatic in-my-mind's-eye glare. Which brings me, 
finally, around to what happened last night and why I'm in this hospital bed 
writing this down while my memory is still fresh. 

*** 
All my talk about auras may make it seem like my abilities revolve 

around that, but no, I get premonitions and the usual freaky psychic stuff. So, 
the day before I got the voice mail, (this was two days ago), from Travis 
Maynard from the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation I felt what I call "the 
creeping dread." Travis is a detective with the criminal investigation division 
there and I'd worked with him a few years ago, tracking down a murder 
suspect who tried to disappear in the Smoky Mountains, trying to blend in 
with hikers trekking the Appalachian Trail.  

The shudders were so bad that it was a couple hours after I saw the 
indication on my smartphone before I read the voicemail. I've recently been 
between jobs and have been having a tough time lately in general as well. I've 
been shook since my last case a month back, so I was available to take on a 
job, but dreaded finding out what Travis... Look, I'm not fishing for sympathy 
here and part of why I'm writing this down is, like I've stated, to encourage 
people like me to take the baton I'm handing off and that there will be a 
number of you in service of Good. I'm just burnt out, is all. I mean, I can't 
believe I'm alone in…sorry, rambling again. 

The voicemail read: "Hi, Will, did you change your mind about taking 
up hiking as a hobby? Hah hah, me neither. We're trying to keep this one 
quiet because we reckon we have a serial killer on our hands here so you 
probably haven't heard about these three ax murders we've had in Blake 
County recently. We can't find any connection between the victims or any 
motive except there are some details at the scenes that show they must be 
connected. They're the worst I've ever seen. We would appreciate you coming 
down and doing, y'know. Let me know asap, okay?" 
  I immediately searched the internet for any information that might 
have been released and yes, there were the three separate murders, whole 
families butchered. They were spread about a week apart on random days in 
rural communities in the eastern part of the county. Travis' voicemail didn't 
say so, but I could tell by the timeframe between the killings that he thought 
another was due in a few days, assuming that they would continue. Whole 
families chopped into pieces. I couldn't turn this one down and it would be 
good to see Travis again. 
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*** 
TBI Detective Travis Maynard met me at the Nashville International 

Airport right at the luggage claims. He was a good man, a baby-faced church 
person that although about my age (mid-40s), his hair had turned gray and 
thin and there was a darkness under his eyes that had deepened since I'd last 
seen him. Although he was pretty much what you'd expect from central 
casting, he'd always been open-minded about my abilities, especially since 
our adventure in the Smokies. He had a cup of coffee in his hand and he held 
it out to me.  

"Shoot, you've lost some weight, Will. Here, thought you'd want a 
warm up, even though you're used to chilly weather back home in _______, I 
reckon." I took the cup and it being early December was glad to have it before 
we stepped outside. "I've got my car right at the curb and if you're good to go, 
we'll drive on out to Phillips and I can lay it out for you. I've got photographs 
and such for you to look at." 

"Yeah, Travis," I reached out and shook his hand. "The sooner the 
better, because the more I've thought about this case, we're trying to beat his 
schedule, aren't we?" 

"That's our figuring. We've got three, four days to catch 'em. Good to 
see you, we're so glad you came. Real glad." He slapped me lightly on the arm 
and the look in his eyes told me he meant it. "You seriously look really fit. 
What's your secret?" 

I grabbed my overnight and messenger bags from the conveyor and we 
began to walk out. 

"Eating better and exercise. Weight training with cardio. I'm working 
through the demons, Travis." 

"I'm dead tired when I'm off duty or I'd get on a program, startin' to 
spread out a bit," he said as he opened the trunk of his official Buick and I 
placed my overnight bag inside. I kept my messenger bag and flopped it in 
the backseat. "Although after this case, I might need some time off. It's really 
bad, Will. Really bad." 

Phillips, Tennessee, (Travis explained it was the largest town near the 
murder sites and a room at the only bed and breakfast there was waiting for 
me), was just over an hour east so I had ample time to at least be prepared 
for when I actually did my spooky bit at the murder sites. 

It was gray and overcast which made the auras of people stand out all 
the more when I let my guard down and allowed them to shine. Travis' was 
pinkish, with some blue, some orange, a lot of white, it being the neutral color 
in auras. Just a little green, but a warm forest green mainly, very little of the 
bad green. A lot of auras in places like Tennessee kinda blended into a 
brownish gray, given the hypocrisy of good people like Detective Maynard 
harboring deep-seated prejudices, but little of the acid green of Evil. 
Ignorance wasn't evil, it just allowed dull, salt of the earth folks to be easily 
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manipulated by those whose auras were unmistakably that sickening hue 
that I expected to see soon. 

"I did some internet research on my own," I said as I began to open the 
manila folder after we got on our way, "you all did a good job keeping this on 
the down low. Three families murdered in as many weeks?" I let the contents 
flop into my lap and held a photograph up that showed various body parts 
laid out on a tarp. " You said, 'he' and I'm on board with that. This requires 
some strength, I mean you can't rule out a woman, but you work with the 
most likely percentile. Based on the demographic… looking for a white male, 
mid 20s to about our age, most likely local?" 

"We reckon local because of the M.O. of taking them to a remote barn 
and then choppin' them up. Must know the area." He looked over after 
merging into traffic and tapped a photo that was still in my lap. "That…is 
why we knew after the first killing that we had something serious on our 
hands."  

I held it up and it was the interior of a barn and on a wall was an 
upside-down pentagram, painted in blood. I searched through the other 
photos with notes paper-clipped to them and saw the same at all three 
scenes. I whistled but Travis didn’t respond. I took a moment to focus on the 
pictures. I've never been able to read anything from photographs but I could 
almost see that green. The violence of the scenes (the photo with the victims' 
remains on a tarp was after the police had gathered and matched them up 
body for body) didn't seem like a ritualistic thing connected with Satanism. 
It's about this time on a job that I have to remind myself not to play 
detective. I'm the bloodhound. It's just any little bit I can gather helps with 
the process. 

I set the photos and paperwork down in my lap and took a couple sips 
of the coffee. I could tell this sort of thing bothered Travis, church person that 
he was. Still, I had to pick off a couple scabs. 

"Why didn't you contact me after this first one?"  
"Because it's taken me this long to convince the boys at HQ that we 

needed to bring you in. After the second one an FBI profiler came down and 
mentioned your name without having compared notes with her first. That 
greased the wheels and I got the call at the third one to go on ahead." 

"What did the FBI people think?" 
"Pretty much what you and I have figured out. Not much else. Will, 

there are absolutely no Satanic goings on out there to explain these killings. 
None. Shoot, a few kids listen to the wrong music and sniff spray paint or 
whatever they get into nowadays and maybe you find a cutup cat or goat in a 
cemetery around Halloween. But one thing that had the FBI lady spooked 
and made her think of you was the…it's in that stuff somewhere about the 
fingerprints." He took his eye off the wheel for a moment and looked over and 
put a finger and thumb on a sheet and pulled it out. "Tell me what you, uh, 
sense about that." 
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I looked at the photographs of the fingerprint smudges and the notes 
made under each. The pentagrams had been smeared by the hands of the 
murderer, and partial prints were found and documented but there were no 
database matches… 

"What the fuck?" He turned to glare at my language but also to see my 
expression in general. "Okay, there must be a mistake here, Travis." 

"Nope. We checked it three times. There is one set of prints only at 
each site. But each print, even though they're partial, smeared 
messes…they're all different. We may have three different suspects, members 
of a cult out there, maybe." 

"But you said besides the random animal mutilation…" 
"I know what I said, but there it is. In black and white." 
"And green all over," I muttered under my breath. 
"What?" His voice was harder now, angry, not at me, but I could tell he 

was stressed. 
"Never mind. Well, regardless of the unlikelihood that there is a 

Satanic cult operating in rural Middle Tennessee, a group of people being 
behind this makes a lot of sense, considering," I paused to reread a section of 
the paperwork, "that we have families ranging from 3-5 members being 
overcome and transported to a barn some distance away…were they killed at 
their homes first, then-" 

"Yeah, gun wounds found on all victims and the pathologists can tell 
they are older wounds than the ax ones." 

"Oh, yeah, I forgot to ax you," Travis didn't flinch at my joke, "how do 
you know an ax was used, anyway? 

"The ax used was left at each scene. Three barns full of bodies, three 
axes. We believe the axes used belonged to the household. Fingerprints all a 
mess, like the…graffiti." 

"And no one reported hearing the shots…oh, I forgot we're in gun nut 
country. Random gunfire could occur any night and no one would say boo." 

"Yep," he simply replied.  
"They'd need a van or a truck," I looked out the window at a farm that 

was just visible past the rushing trees by the side of I-40, "or something you 
transport livestock with." I grunted. "What you carry them to the 
slaughterhouse in." Travis Maynard was silent and I knew that "gun nut" 
comment struck a nerve. Something like this assaulted his worldview and I 
pitied him. 

"That's another thing, " he said and then took a deep breath that ended 
in a sigh that gave me goose bumps, "vehicle tracks at all three 
homes…they're different, too." 

"You're shitting me." 
He turned and gave me a glare. "You know I'm not. But I think you 

know why I lobbied to get you out here. There's something very wrong about 
these killings that is wearing me out."  
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My head was getting swimmy and a bagel with peanut butter was the 
extent of my breakfast and it was already nearly noon and I felt if I read 
much more a headache would come on, and that'd make me pretty much 
useless to the TBI.  

"Mind if I close my eyes a bit? I had a very early start this morning." 
"Sure, we got about forty-five minutes before we get to Phillips," Travis 

replied very evenly without looking over at me. 
I read a lot as well as being a movie and TV freak; it's one way I can 

shut out the noise. I remember something from a Sherlock Holmes story that 
has always struck me, I can't right now recall which one, where he and 
Watson are on a train and Watson is commenting on how beautiful the 
countryside is, with its rolling hills and quaint isolated houses. Holmes has 
the opposite impression because he, rightly, knows that out there on a farm 
acres if not miles away from anyone people could be up to all sorts of twisted 
things and no one would ever know. The domestic abuse, sexual 
depravity…serial killers… 

I gathered up the carnage spread over my knees and slipped it back in 
its envelope and closed my eyes and let any impressions play out on the 
inside of my eyelids. Those were scenes like Jackson Pollock paintings, 
whirling and morphing, dripping with neon green and red, but not the Good 
kind. 

*** 
  A not so gentle nudge woke me up bleary eyed and I saw that we were 
off the interstate and pulling onto a highway, Nathan Trail. Travis cocked his 
head to the left at a motel right at the corner from where we turned. 

"Me and the other TBI folks are staying there for now." 
I turned my head to look over his shoulder as the motel shrank. "'Last 

Chance Motel', looks cozy if you're into cockroaches. Why didn't you put me 
up there with your people?" 

"Because we don't want to advertise that we've brought you in. No 
offense. We'll get something to eat in Phillips after we get to the bed and 
breakfast and we'll go over some more details that might help you, then 
before sundown I want to take you out to the first house where-" 

"No, Travis, the last one, the scent will be fresher there. How much 
further?" 

"Just a couple miles. What's the name of the FBI profiler you met who 
recommended me?" I grabbed my messenger bag from the backseat and took 
out my journal and smartphone and slipped the packet Travis had given me 
inside. I began to write down a few notes. 

"Uhm, Lucy Olson, pretty sure was the name, I've got her card here 
somewhere. She was only around one day but offered to get a team down here 
if we requested it. If there's another killing I'd expect the Feds to take over 
anyway," he fumbled in his inside jacket pocket and took out a business card, 
"here." 
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I took the card with Supervisory Special Agent Lucy Olson's 
information on it, put it into my smartphone as a contact and then pulled up 
a web browser. I could see Travis crane his neck over out of the corner of my 
eye and gave me another business card. 

"This is my card, the phone number to my room at the motel is written 
on the back. What are you up to?" 

"I want to talk to her about her profile directly, get her own 
impressions. I'll call her from the bed and breakfast real quick from my 
room." 

"That reminds me, the room is courtesy of the great state of Tennessee 
and we'll figure out your total 'consulting fee' once we catch this guy…or 
guys." 

I looked up and saw according to a large hand painted wooden sign 
that we were at the Phillips city limits. We turned a right onto a street, 
Jackson Avenue, and I could see far enough up the street to see what I 
assumed was the town square, just a couple hundred yards away. We pulled 
up to the bed and breakfast, a large, two story, whitewashed wood frame 
house which seemed to have been there since the town was established, with 
some obvious renovations.  

"We've got you registered as 'Joe Williams.' Again, we're trying to keep 
this on the QT," Travis said as I was stepping out of the passenger door. 
  I laughed. "Is that the best alias you could come up with?" 

He shrugged. "I'm not known for my imagination, Will, it's why I'm a 
good detective, I stick to the facts. Besides, it's so obvious I think a person 
wouldn't make the connection." There was some logic to what he said. I 
checked in while Travis waited in the car and went up to my room and used 
the landline there.  

As expected, Agent Lucy Olson wasn't answering so I left a voicemail 
with instructions to call my room in an hour and I went back down and 
advised Travis as such and we walked around the corner and down a few 
blocks to a restaurant he had picked out, "The Burger Barn." I forgot that 
Detective Travis Maynard didn't understand irony much. We found a booth in 
the back and although a bacon cheeseburger with the works was off my diet 
program I was pretty famished. I took out the evidence packet and we went 
over a few more pictures and write-ups, being sure to hide them when the 
servers came over to the table. 

I was beginning to get that creeping dread again and I couldn't quite 
make out why. This was a quiet, sleepy rural town and the restaurant was 
very quaint, with the servers wearing overalls and straw hats and I was 
looking forward to that comfortable bed tonight. I consciously opened up my 
perceptions and all the auras I could see were that muddled brownish gray I 
mentioned before. Simple, dull people in their bubble. I almost envied their 
ignorance, but I knew it wasn't bliss. 
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We walked back to the bed and breakfast and I went up to my room 
while Travis waited in the car. It was about time for the call, and just as I 
was thinking about it, (that happens to me a lot), the phone rang. 

"Hello, Mr. Josephs? Lucy Olson here returning your call, how you 
doing?" 

"I'm fine, considering. Okay, first of all, thanks for mentioning me to 
the people here on the ground, helps a lot when I'm being all weird and 
spooky at a crime scene." 

"Not a problem. I've heard stories about your special gifts and when I 
saw the pentagrams and the fingerprint and vehicle track discrepancies I 
knew this case might could use…Mr. Josephs, do you know what the 
likelihood of three different vehicles and three different killers being used in 
these jobs is?" 

"Will, please…but, uh, no, what is it?" 
"Less than zero. There's something extra going on with these killings 

and when I got your call earlier it made up my mind to get a team together 
and head back down there, we'll arrive late tonight. I just haven't told 
Detective Maynard yet. I'll do that as soon as we're done here." 

"Great! Anything in the profile you've created that stands out that 
might help me?" 

There was silence for a moment.  
"Well, it's the upside-down pentagrams that especially stuck out to me. 

There were no signs of ritual or anything else that you expect with a Satanic 
killing." 

"So, what is the significance?" 
   The moment of silence returned and then she replied. 
  "I think it's a calling card, Will." 

*** 
The house where the last killings took place was a simple country 

home, with a garden in the back. As we were driving up, just Travis and me, I 
saw that green, very subtly, like the fog made by dry ice, except it was that 
neon, alien-blood green, seeping from the windows. The chill in the air only 
sharpened it. We got out but Travis stayed by the car, leaning against it as I 
walked up and, taking a deep breath, walked inside. 

Bloodstains aren't important when I'm reading a scene so I could 
ignore them. I'm looking for glowing splotches and footprints and the 
intensity of the miasma of Evil. In various places around the home I could see 
them, as expected. Where the killer stood during his various actions. Where 
his hands touched, etc. I made notes of the intensity and hue of the color as 
well as where in the house I was seeing them and after about an hour, 
stepped back outside and the sun was going down by then. I felt nauseous 
and strained. The creeping dread was real. There was something different 
about the green taint on this case. It was stronger, purer, too familiar. Like 
pure Evil.  
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I was about to tell Travis what I thought when a pickup truck drove up 
the gravel driveway. He put his hand on his sidearm and I froze in response. 
The truck stopped about twenty feet away from us and a large man in dirty 
jeans and a t-shirt with the US flag on it stepped out with his arms raised. 
He looked at Travis directly. 

" You da poleece? I want ta turn muhself in. I done killed them folks," 
he said. "Muh name's Troy Ferguson."  

*** 
Travis did his job and the local and county cops came and they took the 

man away while I watched. I didn't interfere because I wanted to keep a low 
profile and Travis vouched for me after a few dirty looks from the other 
officers. The local Phillips sheriff introduced himself, said Ferguson was a 
local farmer. Once Travis and I were alone again I walked over to him and 
touched his shoulder.  

"Travis, he didn't do it," I told him softly but firmly. I could say this 
with what I thought at the time was confidence because there was none of the 
livid green in his aura at all, just the same mostly gray I've mentioned before. 

"Well, we'll process him, get his fingerprints, match his truck tread, 
the works, but yeah, this smells. Wonder how he knew we were out here, was 
he watching the house, returning to the scene of-" 

"No, no. He couldn't have done it. Trust me," I said a bit more 
empathically.    

He looked at me sympathetically.  
"I trust you, Will. We'll see what the forensics and such tell and sleep 

on it, okay?" 
"Travis, please," I said, shaking visibly and audibly. 
He put an arm on my shoulder. "It's okay, Will, you trust me now, 

hear? Let's get you on back and give you the rest of the night off, since I'm 
going to be busy with this Mr. Ferguson, otherwise we'd be on our way to the 
barn these folks were killed in. We can get out there tomorrow unless we 
think we've got our man." 

"You're forgetting about the multiple finger-" 
  "Will. Stop. This is step one in who knows how many. C'mon, now." 

He led me to the car and I felt like I was sleepwalking. I looked back at 
the house and just like what happens when it gets dark, the glow was 
stronger now and looked more like flames licking from the windows. 

*** 
I was silent during the ride back to the bed and breakfast, troubled by 

my impressions from the house and confused by the man who gave himself in. 
The aura of Evil just doesn't go away like that. 

"You gonna tell me what you read in that house?" Travis asked as we 
pulled up to the curb. 

"I'm not sure myself. A month ago I ran into a similar…energy 
signature," I mumbled. 
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He looked at me with a blank expression. "Well, get some rest and you 
and the FBI spooks can compare notes soon." 

I shook Travis' hand, got out and went up to my room. I did a few of my 
daily exercises and took a long, hot shower, trying to wash any green stains 
off my person. I was shaking in the shower, fear seemed to drip down the 
shower curtain. 

As soon as I stepped out of the shower the phone in my room rang. I 
toweled off quickly and, my hand shaking, picked up the receiver, expecting 
more news from Travis, or maybe Agent Olson. 

"Good evening, 'Mr. Williams,'" the voice purred, an odd voice that 
caused my gut to clench. 

"Who is this," I replied, angry, annoyed and frightened. 
A rattling chuckle. "I've got many names, Will Josephs, but knowing 

you like I do, how about 'Moriarty'?" 
"How do you know me? Who are you?!?" I was shouting into the 

receiver at this point. 
"Last month you…incommoded me. You'll meet me later tonight, by 

proxy. Call the Last Chance Motel and you'll find out why," then the voice 
began to sing, "Old McDonald had a farm…EEE, IIIII, EEEE, IIIIIII, 
OHHHHHahahahah…" 

I heard the click but was still yelling into the phone and by this point 
the bed and breakfast owner was outside my door asking if I was alright. I 
told her I was fine and called the number Travis had written on the back of 
his card. It rang a few times and then was answered. 

"Sheriff Tucker speaking." 
"Sheriff, my name is Will Josephs, we met at the-" 
"Where are you," the voice said firmly. 
"I'm at the bed and breakfast in Philips. Is everything all-" 
"You stay right in your room, I'm on my way." 
"What's going-" the phone hung up and I waited what seemed like an 

eternity for the Phillips Sheriff's Department car to pull up. As soon as I saw 
it from my room window I ran down the stairs and Sheriff Tucker met me in 
the front lobby by the counter. His face was red and sweaty and he grabbed 
me by my jacket collar. 

"What do you know about Detective Maynard, fella?" I saw an 
intensity in his eyes that had me concerned. "You know where he is?" 

"No, I don't…what's happened?" 
He let go of my collar and smoothed it out. "We were taking Ferguson 

to the county jail and a couple rednecks in trucks and vans ambushed us and 
ran us off the road. There was a shootout and we handled 'em but Ferguson 
grabbed Travis and disappeared in his car, like that was the whole point of 
it." 
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My heart sank and my stomach went cold. "I…received a call just a 
little while ago, I don't know who it was but they claimed they knew 
something, knew you'd be at the motel." 

Sheriff Tucker replied, his eyes red, "yeah, we were there with the 
other TBI agents and all figuring out what to do next. Anything about the 
call that might-" 

"Something about 'Old McDonald's Farm,' I thought it was a crank call 
at first but he knew too much…" 

The sheriff cut me off. "McDonald's Farm? Come on, we're going out 
there!" He grabbed one of my arms. 

"I'm sorry, what?" 
"Roger McDonald. He has a farm just a few minutes away." 

*** 
I gasped when I saw it through the trees. The same green from the 

house earlier that day but so much stronger, a beacon. Travis' car was in the 
driveway by the farmhouse. We stopped right beside it and I got out 
immediately and started running toward the barn in the lot behind the 
house, where the color was coming from. It was a large barn with two upper 
windows and a gate across the front and a loft door which made it seem like a 
menacing face. The bright, acidic, poisonous green I recognized as Evil was 
flaring out from the windows and gate and from behind it in a halo. The 
sheriff was yelling at me to stop but my hand was already on the gate and I 
yanked it open through the manure and hay. 

I had to squint and concentrate in order to even see through the glow 
and when my eyes adjusted, I saw Troy Ferguson, holding a bloody ax and 
unlike earlier that day, now the green aurora of Evil poured out of him like 
he was on fire. I didn't notice at first because of the glare but by the man's 
feet was Travis. In pieces. 

"I'm glad to see you, very glad. Getting rid of you will maintain the 
balance. Know who I am now or do you not recognize the personification of a 
cosmic force when you see it?" The voice was not the farmer's but the same as 
from the phone call in my room. 

Without another word the man rushed and raised the ax and I heard a 
gunshot and he staggered but was still able to catch me in the left shoulder 
with the ax and I fell on my back and the pain was like nothing I can describe 
and everything turned that green. I could hear more gunshots, a loud thump 
and the sheriff calling my name but that's the last I really knew before I 
came out of the anesthetic after surgery. 

So, it should be clear now why I'm retiring, but I also hope those of you 
out there who have these abilities will do the right thing. The door to my 
room just opened and no, God, the light. God, no. 

*** 
The surgeon, the nurse and a woman wearing a pantsuit just came in, 

glowing like Troy Ferguson did. The surgeon held down my right arm while 
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the nurse injected something into my IV. While she did so, the woman who I 
now realized was Agent Lucy Olson looked at my writing. 

"But you are unique," the voice of Evil said, smiling. Then they left. 
Everything's getting dark…please, God…he, it had to be lying. I can't 

be alone in my abilities, I…can't be the only one who could see the Evil…can 
I?
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Our final story for the month is “The Alien and The Dragon” by Duke Raulston. It is a 
lovely little b-movie style romp with a charm all its own.  

* 
 Duke Raulston is one of the founders of Tennessee Macabre, a show 
that hosts classic "B" horror movies. It appears on OtherworldsTV and 
iTVChattanooga. Duke play the part of the Grim Reaper.  He also hosts a 
Rock and Roll podcast called The Jukebox from Mars.  Duke owns a local 
online newspaper, the Marion County Messenger. He is a local radio host and 
the father of two boys.   

Duke Raulston’s father raised him on a steady stream of pulp fiction. 
Of course, by the time that he made the scene, the pulp publishers were long 
gone. However, their stories lived on in comic books like The Savage Sword of 
Conan, The Witching Hour, and Tales from the Crypt (to mention a few) as 
well as b-movies. Duke’s energy in the past decade has been increasingly 
directed at furthering that genre. 
 
 

The Alien and The Dragon 
Duke Raulston 

 
It was a little past midnight on a beautiful Autumn night.  Cheri was 

staring at the dying embers of the camp fire.  She was smoking one last blunt 
before turning in for the night.  The rest of the Taccoa Angels, a ladies only 
motorcycle club out of North Georgia, had turned in early.  In the morning 
they were going to ride the Dragons Tail.  Right now they were camped out in 
meadow just outside of Deal's Gap North Carolina.   

Cheri brushed a long strand of magenta hair out of her eyes and took 
one last toke.  As she did the sky lit up bright green just a little south toward 
Georgia.  There was a deafening boom, followed by a shock wave that 
knocked Cheri to the ground.   
  “What the fuck was that?”  Mary Beth screamed as she struggled to get 
clear of her collapsed pup tent.  Cheri staggered back to her feet.  

“Damn if I know!”  Cheri answered. 
“Was it an earthquake?” China asked. 
“Maybe a gas explosion.”  Joni said. 
“No!”  Cheri answered. “I think it was a missile.  It came from the sky.” 
“A Missile? You mean like terrorist or something?” Joni asked, 

sounding panicked. 
  “No way!” Amanda chimed in. “Why would terrorist waste a missile on 
some cornfield in North Carolina?” 

“I don't know, but I saw what I saw.  Maybe it was off course.  Maybe it 
was supposed to hit Atlanta or maybe the Navy base in Athens. Whatever it 
was, we better go see if we can help!”  Cheri answered 
  “Are you out of your mind?  What if there is radiation or something?”  
Joni asked. 
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  “You don't have to come!”  Cheri quipped.  
“Good!  I am going back to Athens and get a hotel room.”  Joni 

answered. 
“Whatever it was hit south of here.  If you do that you are going to go 

right passed it.”  Cheri said. 
“Shit!”  Joni exclaimed. 
“Stay here Joni.  We will go take a look.  If we need you, we will call!”  

China said, holding up her cell phone. 
“Yeah that sounds good, but you chicks better be dressed and ready to 

ride.  If that was a missile all hell may be about to bust loose.”  Mary Beth 
said. 

“That's just peachy!”  Thought Cheri, “That ought to send Joni and the 
others right over the edge.”   

“I guess you and China are going with?” Cheri asked 
“You bet your ass...wait just a minute.”  Mary Beth exclaimed.  She ran 

back, rifled through her downed tent and pulled out a double-barreled, .10 
gauge, sawed off, shot gun.  It was in a leather holster.  Mary Beth strapped 
the holstered shotgun to her Harley. 

“Damn!  Mary Beth...I mean I got a Glock, but damn!”  China 
exclaimed. 

“Hey Babe, a good Girl Scout is always prepared.”  Mary Beth smiled 
as her Harley roared to life.   The other girls cranked their bikes as well.  
Cheri took the lead as they headed south toward where she had seen the 
green flash of light earlier.   

They traveled a few miles before they began to notice a soft green glow 
coming through the trees south of the road.  They found an old dirt road that 
turned south, toward the emerald light.  They switched off the lights on their 
bikes, and eased down the dirt road.  They came to the tree line.  Cheri 
motioned for the others to stop.  She cut her bike off, China and Mary Beth 
did the same.  She pulled a diminutive Walther .380 out of her leather jacket.  
Mary Beth frowned at the tiny pistol.  Cheri shook her head.  Mary Beth 
grinned and took the .10 gauge out of its holster.  Cheri gave both of them 
them an evil look, and motioned for them to get down on the ground. 

The three of them belly-crawled down the dirt road.  It curved, through 
a thicket of willows and undergrowth before emerging into a large field.  
Twenty yards or so down the road was a barn.  Green light was pulsing from 
inside the barn, bathing everything in a uncanny, emerald hue.  
Otherworldly green flames danced here and there in the field around the 
barn.  Mary Beth crept up next to Cheri. 

“What in the Hell do you want to do about this shit?”  She said. 
“I don't know.  This is way above our pay grade.  Why don't you text 

Joni, have her call the cops.”  Cheri said, “Then we get the hell out of here.”   
China pulled out her cell phone and started texting. When she hit send 

the double doors on the barn swung open.  A razor thin green beam shot out 
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of the door.  It scanned from side to side.  
“Damn!  It picked up the text!  It's looking for us!” Mary Beth said. 
“Oh shit!”  China exclaimed. “What if she texts back?” 

  “Throw it!  Throw it!” Cheri said, 
China threw the phone toward the barn just as it played the first few 

lines of  “Don't Fear the Reaper”, her personalized text tone, the green beam 
illuminated the flying phone and a burst of plasma from within the barn blew 
it apart.  

“Run girls!”  Mary Beth said as she jumped up and charged toward the 
barn.  She saw a metallic craft about five feet wide hovering inside the barn 
pulsing soft green.  The green beam settled on her chest as she pulled both 
triggers on the .10 gauge, flame shot six inches out of the barrels, just as a 
burst of plasma from the craft blew her apart.  Cheri and China were 
screaming as they ran toward the bikes.  The thin green beam centered 
between China's shoulder blades and another burst of plasma ripped open 
her chest as Cheri made it into the tree line.   

She cranked her Harley Sportster and opened the throttle up on the 
dirt road.  She slowed down just enough to keep from laying the big bike 
down. She fish-tailed onto the asphalt, and gunned the engine again.  She 
didn't dare look back.  The pulsing green glow in her mirror let her know that 
the thing was following.  She was doing better than ninety when she saw blue 
lights.  Ten or so North Carolina Troopers and some County police cars.  She 
slowed the bike down as she came along side the first one. 

“It's behind me! It killed China and Mary Beth!  It's coming!”   
“What's coming...who killed who? Ma’am you gotta calm down!”  The 

burly trooper drawled. 
 “You don't understand...It's like a space ship or something...Mary Beth 

tried to shoot it. It didn't work, and it is coming straight at you, okay?” 
“Space ship,” he sneered. “Wait I see something.”   
Cheri looked back and saw the craft.  It was a silver, metallic semi 

circle, with a small green eye in the middle that pulsed. Then a thin beam 
shot out of the eye. 

 “Oh God!”  Cheri exclaimed. “It is getting ready to fire.”  
She kicked her bike into gear as the first shot of plasma took out the 

Trooper's car.  The other officers bailed out of their cars and fired at the craft 
with riot guns, 9mm service pistols, one even had an M-16, but as near as 
Cheri could tell the weapons had no effect on the craft.  The green beam 
shifted from place to place as it focused first on vehicles then on officers.  
Each time the green beam stopped it was followed by a burst of plasma 
energy.  It continued until all the vehicles were destroyed and the firing had 
stopped.  By that time Cheri had put several miles between herself and the 
craft. 

She gunned the bike into the field where the Taccoa Angels were 
camped.  She skidded to a stop. 
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“Where are China and Mary Beth?”  Joni asked. 
“They are...They are dead!” she stammered, 
“How?”  Joni cried. Several of the other Angels begin to cry as well. 
“I will explain later, it's coming after us!  We gotta go!”   
“It's okay, I called the cops. They are on their way.”  Joni tried to 

soothe Cheri. 
“I passed the cops!  It killed them too!  I know this sounds crazy but it 

is some sort of space craft...we gotta get outa here!” 
“Where?  Where do we go?  It's between us and Georgia, right?” Zoe 

asked. 
“We are going to take the Dragon's Tail.  We know the road.  It doesn't.  

We can lose it there!” 
“At night?” Cheryl yelled.  
“Yes at night...oh to Hell with it.  I ain't got time to talk about it.  I am 

going.  You can come with me or take your chances here...but I am telling 
you, you don't have any chance here.”   

Cheri kicked her Harley into gear and rooster-tailed gravels behind 
her as she gunned the bike toward the Dragon's Tail.  The others looked at 
each other shook their heads, and then mounted their bikes and followed 
after her. 

Cheri had her throttle wide open.  The other Angels clearly thought 
she had lost her mind.  They were following her unenthusiastically, mostly 
because they were afraid that she might hurt herself.  They were starting to 
fall behind, when a green glow appeared behind them.  It wasn't long before 
they could make out the metallic disc, pulsing with green light, in their rear 
view mirrors.  They were accelerating to catch up with Cheri as she took the 
fork onto Tapoco Road, affectionately known as the Tail of the Dragon. 

It wasn't long before the bikes were leaning into curves.  The craft 
followed.  It didn't appear to be handling the curves well.  Evidently it was 
designed for long straight-a-ways.  Nevertheless it was steadily gaining 
ground on the Angels.  Joni was in the rear.  She cringed as a razor thin 
beam of green light flashed above her head.  It seemed to weave from side to 
side above their heads.  It lowered, as if it was scanning the road. It cut right 
beside her and moved toward her.                      

She was panicking!  “Would it cut her in two?”  She jerked wildly to her 
left and careened down the slope.  As she did a blast of plasma shot past her 
through the trees.  When it impacted the tree trunks, the sap inside was flash 
boiled and the trees blew apart. Joni came to rest about twenty yards off the 
road.  Her Big Dog was a pile of scrap.  She was unconscious, with a 
concussion, and some broken ribs, but she would live. 

The craft ignored Joni and continued after the other bikers.  The 
curves were coming fast and furious now.  Cheri had to slow down quite a bit.  
The others followed suit.  Fortunately the ship was having a difficult time 
with the tight curves.  It was weaving and bobbing and occasionally it would 
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leave the road and straggle through the forest, to re-emerge on the road a few 
seconds later trailing limbs and leaves.  It's metallic skin becoming scuffed, 
dinged and grimed with sap. 

The green beam was weaving back and forth across the road as well.  
It locked onto Zoe and fired a burst of plasma just as she leaned into a curve.  
It was close enough that the heat from the plasma seared her leather jacket, 
but that was all the damage it did.  There was a few moment of reprieve as a 
serious of curves kept the craft from locking onto anyone else. 

The bikes came out in a short straight-a-way.  As soon as the craft 
emerged from the last curve it's green beam locked onto Amanda's bike.  She 
screamed when a blast of plasma turned her bike into a fireball.  Several of 
the other bikers swerved to avoid the flaming wreckage.  The green beam was 
not able to lock onto another bike before they started leaning into Rockslide 
Corner.  The alien craft, intent on it's prey, didn't turn quick enough.  There 
was a horrible screeching sound.  Green sparks flew as the craft veered into 
the scree slope.  

The alien managed to right itself, but it was visibly damaged.  Green 
energy arced from the damaged disc.  It was weaving, drunkenly, from one 
side of the road to the other firing frantically, trying to bring one of the 
motorcycles down.  The Angels leaned into a tight turn known as the whip.  
The alien craft was no longer able to navigate tight turns.  It veered from the 
road into the woods.  The craft ran headlong into a massive white oak tree 
and burst into a huge, green fireball that sent a shower of hot metal 
fragments and oak splinters raining down on the bikers. 

Cheri slowed to a stop on the side of the road.  The other Angels came 
to a stop beside her.  They got off of their bikes.  Those that were wearing 
helmets removed them...some were sobbing; some were staring off into space 
in a state of shock.  Cheri stood on the side of the road looking to the 
southwest.   

Janet came up to her and said, “I think we need to go look for the 
others!” 

“Joni may be alive, Amanda is gone.”  Cheri replied as if in a trance. 
“What in the Hell are you looking at?”  Janet asked, angrily. 
“Do you see that pale green glow on the horizon?”  Cheri asked 
“What?  Oh God!  Do you think there are more of them?” 
“Yes!” Cheri answered. 
“Oh, shit!”  Staxs said, “Where do you think they are?” 

       Cheri paused a moment. 
”Atlanta!” 

 
 
 
 
  

 


